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Curriculum Policy 
 

Pupils at St Paul’s School are entitled to a curriculum which contributes to a well-balanced education, 

developing the abilities and life skills of individual pupils so that they may take a valuable, positive and active 

place in society. The entitlement is for each pupil, regardless of age, gender, race, religion or disability.  

 

1. Introduction  

St Paul’s School is a special school for young people between the ages of 11-19 with Education, Health and 

Care (EHC) Plans that identify SEMH as their primary need. At the school we believe that the word ‘curriculum’ 
should be interpreted in its widest meaning. It is every planned learning experience the pupils have as a 

member of the school, both learnt formally within a lesson or informally outside the classroom throughout the 

whole school day. It is all the planned activities that we organise in order to promote learning, personal growth 

and development. Teachers, support staff and instructors structure these experiences to ensure that they have 

the most positive effect on the attainment, progress and personal development of all pupils.  

 

The school’s overall aim is achieved by continually developing a coherent curriculum enables learners to 

become successful learners, confident individuals and responsible citizens. Our curriculum is mapped and 

sequenced to include a range of experiences through our broad and balanced curriculum. At St Paul’s School, 

personalisation is the key to everything that we do. The curriculum is matched to the individual needs of 

pupils, whilst taking into account particular SEND needs. Therefore, this policy aims to promote a curriculum 

that enables: 

Every child receives the education they need to be motivated, independent learners; 

Every teacher is equipped to provide an ambitious, flexible and broad curriculum that reengages pupils with 

learning through an approach that tailors learning to their interests, life experiences and backgrounds 

incorporating vocational as well as academic pathways and opportunities; 

Every parent and carer knows how their child is doing, what they need to do to improve and how they can 

support their child and teachers.  

 

Our school supports the need of all our pupils with their rights being protected with a focus on:  

 

Best interests of the child – the best interests of the child must be the top priority in all things that affect 

children (Article 3)  

 

Right to education – every child has the right to an education (Article 28)  

 

Goals of education – education must develop every child’s personality, talents and abilities to the full (Article 

29) 

 

2. Legislation and Guidance  

 

This policy reflects the requirements for school’s to provide a broad and balanced curriculum. It also reflects 

requirements for inclusion and equality as set out in the Special Educational Needs and Disability Code of 

Practice 2015 (updated 2020) and Equality Act 2010, and refers to curriculum-related expectations of 

governing boards set out in the Department for Education’s Governance Handbook. It complies with our 

funding agreement and articles of association. 

 

3. Roles and Responsibilities  

 

3.1 The Governing Body   

The Governing Body will monitor the effectiveness of this policy and hold the Head of School to account for its 

implementation. The governing board will also ensure that:  

 A robust framework is in place for setting curriculum priorities and aspirational targets The school is 

complying with its funding agreement and teaching a "broad and balanced curriculum" which includes 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/398815/SEND_Code_of_Practice_January_2015.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/398815/SEND_Code_of_Practice_January_2015.pdf
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/part/6/chapter/1
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/governance-handbook
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English, maths, and science, and enough teaching time is provided for pupils to cover the requirements of 

the funding agreement 

 Proper provision is made for pupils with different abilities and needs, including children with special 

educational needs (SEN) 

 The school implements the relevant statutory assessment arrangements 

 It participates actively in decision-making about the breadth and balance of the curriculum 

 Pupils from year 8 onwards are provided with independent, impartial careers guidance, and that this is 

appropriately resourced 

 

3.2 Head of School 

The head of School is responsible for ensuring that this policy is adhered to, and that: 

 All required elements of the curriculum, and those subjects which the school chooses to offer, have aims 

and objectives which reflect the aims of the school and indicate how the needs of individual pupils will be 

met.  

 The amount of time provided for teaching the required elements of the curriculum is adequate and is 

reviewed by the Governing Body  

 Requests to withdraw children from curriculum subjects are reviewed and managed appropriately 

 The school’s procedures for assessment meet all legal requirements 

 The governing board is fully involved in decision-making processes that relate to the breadth and balance 

of the curriculum 

 The governing board is advised on whole-school targets in order to make informed decisions 

 Proper provision is in place for pupils with different abilities and needs as all children have an EHCP  

 

3.3 Other Staff  

Staff at St Paul’s School are expected actively to promote and seek to secure the curriculum aims named above 

and, in particular to: 

 Have high expectations of pupils; 

 Employ a variety of appropriate teaching and learning methods; 

 Ensure that adjustments are made where necessary to promote access to the curriculum 

 Deliver programmes of study which build upon pupils’ previous experiences, providing progression and 

continuity; 

 Provide work which meets their pupils’ needs and develops aspirations, offering depth and challenge, and 

motivating and inspiring all; 

 Involve the learner in the process of learning, by discussing work, giving regular feedback through 

assessment and marking, agreeing targets and encouraging pupils to evaluate their own achievements;  

 Develop pupils' skills to become independent learners; 

 Encourage, reward and value achievement and effort, both formally and informally, through praise in the 

learning environment 

 Work in partnership with other staff, parents/carers and the community to achieve shared goals 

 Keep parents/carers regularly and fully informed about the progress and achievements of the pupils. 

 

4. Our Curriculum Intent  

Our School’s Vision  

 To provide a curriculum that is engaging, relevant and bespoke to our pupils. The school ethos is at the 

heart of the curriculum, ‘Believe, Achieve, Succeed’. If pupils feel supported and they develop trusting 

relationships with staff they will begin to believe in themselves, they will start to see their own 

achievements and ultimately feel and see for themselves their individual progress.  

 

St Paul’ School will continue to develop a curriculum which will: 

 Inspire and excite 
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 Develop a sense of belonging and purpose where pupils feel safe and secure to explore and develop 

knowledge and life skills.  

 Enable pupils to reengage through a flexible, broad, engaging curriculum approach that tailors learning to 

their interests, life experiences and backgrounds incorporating vocational as well as academic pathways 

and opportunities. 

 Provide pupils with a greater understanding of the wider world in which they live 

 Enable pupils to explore the world of work and develop employability skills through work experience, trips 

and activities with a focus on career opportunities.  

 Provide pupils with the opportunities to exercise their rights to a free education 

 Develop their understanding of British values 

 Give pupils a diverse range of academic and vocational opportunities 

 Focus on pupils learning and their independence 

 Be broad and balanced and enable pupils to progress along each key stage, with a coherent and flexible 

approach to their learning.  

 Further develop aspirations through high standards and expectations. 

 For all pupils to be able to access and pursue their chosen range of subjects, regardless of ability, by 

removing the focus solely from exam results.  

 Achieve high standards and make good or outstanding progress across a broad range of subjects.  

 Enable those not achieving expectations to ‘narrow the gap’ and meet age expectations and/or 

personalised targets. 

 Enable all pupils to exercise their right to an education, despite any restrictions and/or disruptions to the 

curriculum, to include remote learning and bespoke learning packages to support pupils who have been 

out of education for large periods. Providing these pupils with a nurture-based approach with a focus on 

core subjects and vocational / employability skills relevant to their own interests.  

 Offer all pupils the same opportunities by following carefully planned programmes of study and adapting 

these to suit the situation and need of all pupils. 

 Build resilience, confidence, and independence to develop and encourage a ‘can-do’ attitude to pupil’s 

learning. 

 Provide pupils with the opportunity to enter appropriate public examinations/or equivalent in 2021/2 and 

gain qualifications that enable them to succeed and fulfil their potential in school and in their future lives. 

 Provide cross curricular opportunities to develop literacy and numeracy skills. 

 

The curriculum shall demonstrate breadth 

Allowing each pupil equal access to a diverse set of learning areas to equip them with knowledge and skills 

essential for life. Diverse areas of learning will include maths, English, science, IT, PSHE, art, history. The termly 

topics will be integrated into the areas of learning to include: 

 

The breadth in secondary will have a focus on 

different areas of learning to include: 

 Core Skills  

o English 

o Maths 

o Science 

o P.E. 

o R.S.H.E. 

o History 

o Art 

 Options 

o Music 

o Multi -Sports 

o Gym 

o Swimming 

o Computers 

o Dungeons and Dragons 
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o Farm 

 Vocational  

o Trades 

o Health and Social Care 

o Motor Vehicle 

o Landscaping 

o Childcare 

o Hair and Beauty 

 

In Post 16 the focus is on: 

 Core Skills 

o English 

o Maths 

o PE 

 Independent Skills 

o CV Writing 

o Employability 

o Financial Literacy 

 Options 

o Music 

o Art 

o Computers 

 Vocational  

o Trades 

o Health and Social Care  

o Motor Vehicle 

o Landscaping 

o Childcare 

o Hair and Beauty 

 

The integration of the local community will also be a focus in terms of ensuring post COVID 19 that pupils can 

get out into the wider community and develop their social and personal development skills to enable them to 

better integrate into the society in which they live. 

 

What’s Unique about Our Curriculum?  

 Flexible and fluid to ensure we can cater for the needs of some of the disadvantaged young people in 

Birmingham 

 Tailored to meet the needs and interests of our pupil cohort  

 A strong focus on social and emotional development providing pupils with an initial sense of personal 

belief which will contribute to their overall success.  

 Providing employment pathways in a variety of vocational options to equip pupils 

with lifelong employability skills.  

 
What We Want Pupils to Have Achieved by The Time They Leave  

A positive self-image grounded from the sense of achievement, development of social skills and the creation of 

friendships and trust. Embedded throughout the curriculum will be the promotion of our British values and the 

promotion of personal, social and emotional skills which is central to our pupils needs.  

 

 

What Impression We Want Our School to Leave on Pupils  

We want our pupils to leave St Paul’s feeling:  

 Valued  

 Listened to  

 Supported  
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We want pupils to feel a sense of pride for what they have achieved and for the progress they have made. And 

that St Paul’s provided them with a safe learning environment for this to happen.  

  

What’s Essential for Pupils to Succeed   

 They feel supported and they can trust the staff working with them  
 The development of basic social skills and the sense of self-worth.    
 The development of friendships and trust.   
 The achievement of qualifications and guidance for their next stage of their journey  
 A collaborative approach between pupil, school, family, carers, professionals working with the pupil.   
 

 

 

5. Implementation 

5.1 The Timetable and Overall Curriculum Offer 

 
 

The Secondary School 

 The school operates a 25 period week. Each day starts with form time, where the tutor has a check in with 

each pupil. There are 4 lessons per day, 2 in the morning, and 2 in the afternoon, each of which lasts for 45 

minutes. The core subjects are in the first 3 periods of each day and the last period is for options. The final 

2 periods on a Friday are used to support the School’s extended curriculum by offering a range of activities 

both on and off site including a rewarding enrichment for pupils who have gained the most points 

throughout the week. Additional pupil learning and support is incorporated through the delivery of a 

secondary school morning assembly on a Friday.  

 Pupils will be able to learn and achieve a variety of BTECs, AQA Units, ELC’s, Functional Skills or GCSEs 

dependent on their ability levels and aspirations.  

 Vocational subjects are timetabled on an individual basis. 

 

Post 16 

 Post 16 have a 25 period week. Each day starts with a check in by their form tutor. They have 3 periods a 

day for core subjects on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday. The last period is for independent study or skills. 

Wednesday everyone does vocational or an option and Friday is for sport and enrichment. 

 

Form Duty QR Form Duty QR Form Duty QR Form Duty QR Form Duty QR

Outreach - Emma Outreach - Emma Outreach - Emma Outreach - Emma Outreach - Emma

English Maths Options Employability Sport/Recreation 

Robert/ Ife Hibaq Ahmed Kyle Ahmed

Maths Physical Education Options Employability Sport/Recreation 

Hibaq Robert Kyle Saima Robert

PE English Options Financial Literacy Sport/Recreation 

Robert/ Ife Helen/ Ife Yem Hibaq Saima/Ife

English PE Art PSHE Maths

Nahlah, Covelle (GB) Keanan,Covelle (GB),Aquila Sam(DW) Yem,Covelle (GB),Aquila Sam(DW) Shelane,Covelle (GB),Aquila Sam(DW) Sajaad,Sam(DW)

English Art Maths English PSHE

Helen,Parveen (OW), Aquila (KS) Yem, Steve (OW) Taiba, Parveen(KS), Steve (OW) Helen,Parveen (KS), Steve (OW) Shelane, Parveen (OW), Aquila (KS)

Art English Humanities Maths Science

Yem,Sheneh (MM) Yndia (RS) Nahlah,Sheneh (MM) Yndia (RS) Will,Sheneh (MM) Yndia (RS) Taiba, Sheneh (MM) Yndia (RS) Keanen, Sheneh (MM) Yndia (RS)

Lifeskills Science Maths Humanities English

Shelane, Siobhan(JK)Jada(KG)Tolu Sajaad,Jada(KG),Siobhan(JK)Tolu (DW) Sajaad,Jada(KG),Siobhan(JK),Tolu  Will,Jada(KG)Courtney(JK)Tolu(DW) Nahlah,Jada(KG)Courtney(JK)Siobhan

Maths Lifeskills English Science Humanities

Taiba,Juvani(AO)Ana(KB)Bayo(LC) Shelane,Juvani (AO)Ana(KB)Bayo(LC) Nahlah,Juvani(AO), Ana(KB) Laina(LC) Keanen,Juvani (AO)Ana (KB)Laina(LC) Will,Covelle (AO) (KB)Laina(LC)

Science Maths PSHE Lifeskills English

Keanen, Daniel, Sobia(RE) Taiba, Daniel, Sobia (RE) Shelane,Daniel, Sharon (RE) Nahlah,Daniel, Sharon (RE) Helen,Daniel, Sharon (RE)

Maths Physical Education Options Employability Options

Hibaq Robert Ahmed Kyle Ahmed

Physical Education English Options Maths/Financial Literacy Options

Robert/ Ife Helen Kyle Hibaq Kyle

English Maths Options Employability Options

Helen Hibaq Yem Saima Saima/Ife

Maths Science English Personal Development English

Sajaad,Covelle (GB) Andrew,Covelle (GB),Aquila Sam(DW) Nahlah,Covelle (GB),Aquila Sam(DW) Shelane,Covelle (GB),Aquila Sam(DW) Nahlah, Sam(DW)

Maths PE English Science Personal Development

Taiba, Parveen (OW), Aquila (KS) Keanan, Steve (OW) Helen, Parveen(KS), Steve (OW) Andrew,Parveen (KS), Steve (OW) Andrew,Parveen (OW), Aquila (KS)

Science Humanities Maths English PSHE

Keanen, Sheneh (MM) Yndia (RS) Will,Sheneh (MM) Yndia (RS) Taiba, Sheneh (MM) Yndia (RS) Helen,Sheneh (MM) Yndia (RS) Shelane,Sheneh (MM) Yndia (RS)

Art English Humanities PE Science

Yem,Siobahn(JK) Jada(KG),Tolu (DW) Nahlah,Jada(KG),Siobhan(CM)Tolu(DW) Will,Jada(KG),Siobhan(CM)Tolu(DW) Keanan,Jada(KG)Courtney(CM)Tolu (DW) Keanen,Jada(KG)Courtney(JK)Siobhan

Humanities Maths Science Maths English

Will,Juvani (AO)Ana(KB)Bayo(LC) Sajaad, Juvani (AO), Ana (KB) Bayo (LC) Sajaad,Juvani (AO), Ana (KB) Laina (LC) Taiba, Juvani (AO)Ana (KB)Laina(LC) Helen,Covelle (AO) (KB)Laina(LC)

English Art PE Humanities Humanities

Nahlah,  Daniel, Sobia(RE) Yem,  Daniel, Sobia (RE) Keanan,Daniel, Sharon (RE) Will,Daniel, Sharon (RE) Will,Daniel, Sharon (RE)

Physical Education English Options Employability Options

Robert/ Ife Helen Ahmed Kyle Ahmed

English Maths Options Maths/Financial Literacy Options

Helen Hibaq Kyle Hibaq Kyle

Maths Physical Education Options Employability Options

Hibaq Robert Yem Saima Yem

Science Humanities Maths Humanities Sport/Enrichment

Andrew, Covelle (GB) Will,Covelle (GB),Aquila Sam(DW) Sajaad,Covelle (GB),Aquila Sam(DW) Will,Covelle (GB),Aquila Sam(DW)

Humanities Science Humanities Maths Sport/Enrichment

Will, Parveen(OW), Aquila (KS) Andrew, Steve (OW) Will, Parveen (KS), Steve (OW) Sajaad, Parveen (KS), Steve (OW)

English Maths Lifeskills PE Sport/Enrichment

Nahlah,Sheneh (MM) Yndia (RS) Taiba, Sheneh (MM) Yndia (RS) Shelane,Sheneh (MM) Yndia (RS) Keanan,Sheneh (MM) Yndia (RS)

Maths Maths English PSHE Sport/Enrichment

Sajaad,Siobahn(JK) Jada(KG),Tolu (DW Sajaad,Jada(KG),Siobhan(CM)Tolu(DW) Helen,Jada(KG),Siobhan(CM)Tolu(DW) Shelane,Jada(KG)Courtney(JK)Tolu(DW

Art PSHE PE English Sport/Enrichment

Yem, Juvani (AO), Ana (KB) Bayo (LC) Shelane,  Juvani (AO), Ana (KB) Bayo (LC) Keanan, Juvani (AO)Ana(KB) Laina(LC) Helen,Juvani (AO)Ana(KB)Laina(LC)

Maths English Maths Science Sport/Enrichment

Taiba, Daniel, Sobia (RE) Nahlah,Daniel, Sobia (RE) Taiba,Daniel, Sharon (RE) Andrew, Daniel, Sharon (RE)

Independent Study Independent Study Options Sport/Enrichment Options

Independent Study Independent Study Options Sport/Enrichment Options

Independent Study Independent Study Options Sport/Enrichment Options

Interventions/Catch Up Interventions/ Catch Up Interventions/ Catch Up Interventions/ Catch Up Sport/Enrichment

Henna/Covelle (GB)/Aquila/Taiba Henna/Covelle (GB)/Aquila/Taiba Henna/Covelle (GB)/Aquila/Taiba Henna/Covelle (GB)/Aquila/Taiba 

Art DnD Art DnD Sport/Enrichment

Yem Will Yem Will

Music Music  Computer Club  Computer Club Sport/Enrichment

Kyle Kyle Ahmed Ahmed

Farm Multi-Sports Farm Farm Sport/Enrichment

Bev Juvani Bev Bev

Multi-Sports Art/ Computer Club Multi-Sports Multi-Sports Sport/Enrichment

Juvani Yem/ Ahmed Juvani Juvani

Gym Gym Gym Gym Sport/Enrichment

Keanen Keanen Keanen Keanen

Outreach - Emma

BA

Outreach - Emma

 

BA

BA

Outreach - Emma

BA

Outreach - Emma

Friday

Lunch

Break

Break

Outreach - Emma

Monday Tuesday Wednesday

Outreach - Emma

Thursday

BA BA BA BA

BA  BA   BA

BA

Outreach - Emma

BA BA  

Outreach - Emma Outreach - Emma

Outreach - Emma Outreach - Emma

BA BA

Outreach - Emma Outreach - Emma

BA BA

Outreach - Emma

Outreach - Emma

BA BA
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Reintegration and Refocus 

 A refocus plan has been introduced to support pupils who have been out of education for lengthy periods 

of time and / or are struggling to integrate into school life. The aim of the nurture group is to reintegrate 

pupils back into school. The timetable is flexible and bespoke to meet each child’s needs to include off site 

provision and remote learning as required. Refer to ‘The Reintegration and Refocus Overview’ for further 

information.  

 

Wellbeing 

All elements of our curriculum are restorative and trauma informed. Staff support pupils throughout the 

school day.  

 

Future:  

 We focus on careers throughout our time at school. Employability Skills are embedded in what we do. 

Where appropriate pupils will be given opportunities to develop their work experience skills both 

internally and externally.  

 Our Curriculum includes a great deal of additional opportunities including those which are social, moral, 

spiritual and cultural. Pupils contribute to the community in lots of ways to support them in understanding 

what it means to be an active British citizen.  

 We also ensure that pupils have accurate Drug and Relationships Education through PSHE. Extra-curricular 

activities enrich a pupil's experience and are an integral feature of the school's ethos. All pupils and 

teachers are encouraged to participate, whether it be sporting, cultural, musical, visits, exchanges, or 

other of the multitude of experiences offered.  

 

Impact 

 The impact of our curriculum can be tracked in lots of ways. We track the personal development of pupils 

throughout their time at school. The experiences pupils access throughout school encourage them to 

develop resilience.  

 Pupil progress is tracked through our progress tracking system SOLAR which is monitored half termly. Half 

termly assessments are utilised to capture progress and inform next steps. 

 The qualifications pupils achieve allows us to assess the impact of our provision. Even sitting exams shows 

pupil’s commitment to learning and their ability to work independently when completing these. We have a 

very strong sense of community and we encourage pupils to consider the importance of contributing. Our 

pupils go on to access learning and employment and our NEET figures show this. We track how well our 

pupils succeed after school.  

 

Inclusion  

 All lessons are inclusive. Teachers set high expectations for all pupils at their stage and level. They will use 

appropriate assessment to set ambitious targets and plan challenging work for all pupil 

 Teachers will plan lessons so that pupils with SEN have access to every lesson and ensure that there are no 

barriers to every pupil achieving. A level of differentiation which provides appropriate tasks for each pupil 

and a challenge which will maximise achievement should be experienced. Each pupil should be sufficiently 

equipped to make informed and realistic decisions at each stage in his/her development so that his/her 

role is active in contributing to progression.  

 

Assessment  

 Teachers use assessment to inform lesson planning, every subject’s assessments and planning is regularly 

reviewed by SLT and assessed to aid whole school progress tracking. Pupils will take an active part in 

recording achievement and, where possible, parents will be involved. There will be regular communication 

with parents through a reporting system, a termly parents' evening for each year, termly pupil reviews and 

other procedures which may be activated at any time.  

 

Staff CPD 
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 The curriculum is supported by appropriate INSET for teachers, and the school will make available 

appropriate resources to support effective teaching and learning. Staff are encouraged to take risks and try 

new things in order to be innovative. 
 


